RNA mutations of prox1 detected in human esophageal cancer cells by the shifted termination assay.
We have recently reported a novel finding that a candidate tumor suppressor gene prox1 suffered adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA mutation without genomic mutation in a subset of human cancer cells and lost its function. Hence, screening of mutations in both cDNA and genomic DNA could be important in the analysis of causes for cancers. Here, we applied a sensitive, accurate, and simple method, called shifted termination assay (STA) for detection of an A-to-I RNA mutation (R334G) in prox1. We prepared PCR-amplified samples containing the target base of RNA mutation from cDNAs and genomic DNAs of various cell lines and clinical samples, to demonstrate that the STA method can be used to identify not only genomic mutations but also RNA mutations more effectively compared to sequencing. By means of STA, we found prox1 R334G RNA mutations but not genomic DNA mutations in 4 of 8 cases of esophageal cancers. This method can help us to detect RNA mutation effectively and progress research of a potential oncogenic principle.